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iCHAPTER I
C w
IHTRODUCTION
The Material in this study deals with a series of exercises on
risual oomprehenslon of map meanings, carefully integrated so that each
new concept will develop real understanding on the part of the pupil or
reader of this study. These exercises have been compiled into workbook
form and may be used as part of a unit or in between units of teaching.
In this age, we need to know more about map? in order to obtain a
better understanding and knowledge of the world in which we live. People
need to possess certain abilities in the study of map interpretations so
that they may learn better how to understand and benefit mankind.
Therefore, this is an attempt to dear the confusion in the minds of
teaohers as to what to teach about maps and how to begin to train students
in the use of them.
It is very Important to train teaohers in the teohnique of teaching
maps. They are like a new language to one who has never studied them.
Learning to read a map is as important to one's eduoation as learning to
read a book.
Students need instruction in map reading so that they may establish
habits of learning and map reading skills in order to make steady growth
in map interpretation.
Courses of study must make provision to recognize our changing world
whioh is more clearly understood through map study. After becoming aware
of this need, schools must be willing to include suitable data for ful-
filling these requirements.
Maps are highly condensed complications of information,
to the person who knows how to read them, they reveal a
great variety and wealth of information.*
Education p. 704, Teacher 1 s College
t
2lo criterion as to age level has been adamantly established though
the -writer has kept in nind the reading vooabulary abilities of the
Intermediate Elementary Grades. A student with no previous geographical
knowledge or map reading skills could use this study, as well as a fifth
or sixth grade pupil to gain a foundation for later map and global study.
Many geography books present certain aspects and uses of maps in re-
lation to man's living in a modern world, but nowhere to the writer's
knowledge, has a graded course of study been prepared on how to teach and
develop map reading skills and knowledges with supplementary exercises
accompanying them.
Maps should not be regarded as reality, but as a symbol of reality.
They should never be used in plaoe of the observation of real areas as in
local geography. As symbols they are convenient for interpreting facts
about the earth provided pupils do not confuse them with reality. At
best, maps are a compromise because true area, shape, directions and dis-
tances oannot be given in any one projection, although maps of small
areas of the earth may be very accurate.
Skill in locating information desired on a map is not enough—the
information raust have meaning. For example, in the study of maps the
child is conoerned with distance, space, and direction. He may be able
to use a scale of miles to estimate distances and at the same time have
little awareness of the meaning of the term "mile." Ifhen, however, the
teacher leads him to estimate distances in terms of the hours necessary
to oross a given space by fast-moving plane or by slow horse and buggy
travel of former days, he may begin to develop same understanding con-
cerning the meaning of these distances in terms of living. Exercises in
map study make little contribution to the building of meanings in the
pupil unless they bear some relation to a real problem.
4
The Sourco of the Problem
This study was undertaken because the writer felt thatt
1 , There was a need for a workbook to be developed that would
give a graded course of study for pupils and teachers on
knowing how to read and how to interpret the meaning of
our world through map study.
2. There exists in the minds of many teachers a certain amount
of confusion and inadequacy or lack of knowing what to teach
regarding maps,
5. Research disclosed the faot that there was no available
material on the Intermediate Level on teaching comprehension
of map skills.
4. There teems to be a growing need to know all we can about
our world through the interpretation of maps.
Lack of Previous Research
An exploration into the field of research revealed that no material
had been compiled or written on an intermediate level on this subject.
However, special mention should be made to the thesis written by Mary T.
Thorpe on Objeotive Studies Showing Heed for Giving Instruction in the
Use of Geography Tools and the thesis written by Blaine Forsyth on Map
Reading . Both of these theses were written on the Junior High School
level and would serve as excellent supplementary material for this study.
A few articles in various copies of The Journal of Geography mention
diagnosing and testing ohildrens' ability to read and use maps. The re-
sults of these findings seem to indicate that students lack skill in being
able to read and interpret maps. Undoubtedly this is the case, so the
writer has endeavored to make a beginning by writing a series of exercises

for the teacher and the pupil whioh have been presented in -workbook form
in the hope that this difficulty nay be somewhat alleviated.
George T. Renner allocates the fourth grade as the place to begin
developing ma-? conception. Mover and Taylor believe that the msp should
be introduced to the child through s. series of experiences in nature which
will gradually introduce symbolism used in maps to have real meaning
based upon the child* 6 visualization and knowledge.
In May, 1943 the writer vac a member of a committee that developed
a study on Map Readiness. This could serve as a preface to the present
rtudy.
In the development of this Map Study certain objectives were set upi
1. To make continual growth in well-rounded concepts of the
world as it is in this air age.
2. To have accurate knowledge of the geography for this air
age in which we are living.
3. To foster attitudes of friendliness toward peoples of the
earth.
4. To establish accurate geographical knowledges and apprecia-
tions .
5. To develop the skill to use intelligently any n-ographical
material one needs for interpreting the affairs of the day,
in relation to their own experiences or to experiences pre-
sented by the tohool.
All the above objectives serve as criterion for this study with a
few additions pertinent to the next level of map reading ability. They
are:
6# To assist teachers in the technique of nap teaching showing
the potentialities of map study.

7. To make maps meaningful to pupils.
8. To aid intermediate school pupils in improving their map
reading ability,
9 # To make pupils sensitive to the hows and -whys of our
changing world.
10. To arouse and maintain a permanent interest that will c?.rry
over into adult life,
11 • To give teachers suggestions in the teaching of m«ps so
that they will want to use these suggestions in their
classrooms.
12 . To stimulate teachers in the field so that they will be
encouraged toward further research.
13. To increase the number of maps in the classroom.
14. To equip pupils with many skills in map usage so that they
will be able to interpret clearly the vrcrld and its rela-
tionships •
Bach section of tho workbook presented herein attempts to guide the
pupil in giving full opportunity for building meaning in relation to a
real problem.

CHAPTER II
Workbooki The Use and Meaning of Maps

=HH——=——-—=—=——^—
Foreword to the Teacher i
The purpose of this workbook is to present helpful and usable
material for teachers and pupils of Intermediate Grades so that they may
derelop clearer conoepts of our earth and will understand better the
world in which they lire through greater enrichment of meaning and in-
terpretation of maps.
Provision has been made for pupil growth through pupil parti cipation
j
the content and vocabulary have been kept within the range of ability of
the intermediate grade level.
Each section hr>s been worked out as a unit of map study, having
direot relationship and integration. Contained herein may be found illus-
trative material, exercises to increase comprehension, checks, games,
map and diagram illustrations and tests to help the pupil to organise his
thoughts and to be able to use the knowledge he has gained for himself.
These exercises are examples -which are designed to strengthen the
skills and knowledges of the pupils so that they will be better able to
use and understand maps, and upon which the teacher may build additional
exercises for her particular class pertinent to her own needs in the
classroom. The exercises have been constructed with the purpose of
getting pupils to think consecutively about maps and their great signifi-
cance in the ever-ohanting world of today.

Foreword to the Pupil :
Wiat do you know about Maps? The airplane has made the earth grow
Mailer. It takes less time to go from Hew York to London or to Lisbon
by plane than it does to trarel by ocean steamer. We are closer to our
neighbors and so we want to know more about people who lire in different
parts of the world.
Man 1 s living is influenced by his geographical environment and the
natural resources found in his vicinity. This means that the geography
of a place, the natural resources, and the climate all influence man*s
way of living.
In this book you will learn how to interpret maps so they will have
real meaning for you. Aviators need to know a great deal about meps.
Boys and girls need to know how to read maps, how to make maps, and how
to use maps so that they may learn to understand their effects upon the
lives of the people who live in the varying regions of this earth.
This workbook contains a series of exercises on map study of our
world. There are many things for you to do and many things for you to
remember. At the back of the workbook are a few blank pages for you to
write down any additional information, original exercise or test that you
believe would make these exercises clearer to other boys and girls using
this workbook. The writer hopes you will want to write down your sugges-
tions for improving map reading and send them in to her.
This is your book. Perhaps you will become so interested in maps
that you will become a flyer, a nap maker or a person interested in
National and World affairs.

I. REVIEWING DIRECTIONS
How much do you remember? Tou will need to know how to do these
thing 8 if you are going to read maps.
Test yourself t
Do you know in *diich direction North is?
Go outdoors on a fair day and stand in the sun so that
your shadow will point ahead of you. Then, you will be facing North.
Where we lire the noon shadows point to the North.
Can you name the other three main directions?
They arei South, Bast, West.
Remember that:
South is opposite North
West is opposite East
Try thist
When you are facing North
Your right hand points to the East
Tour left hand points to the West
Where is South?
North
Bart
This child is facing North. His back is toward the
•
His right hand points to the
• His left hand points to the
If he faces South, his back will be facing
"Thwcr his right hand wttln>olat^to~tter== and "Ms left hand will^
point to the
.

If he faces East, his back will be facing .
Then his right hand will point to the and his left hand will
point to the
•
How, when he faoes West, where will his right hand point?
Why do people like to have their houses face south or southwest?
If it is early morning, in what direction will the sun be? In the
Where does the sun rise? In the
If it is late afternoon, in what direction will the sun be? In
the
Where does the sun set? In the
Match these nhrases in Column B to complete the meaning of Column Ai
Column A
1. Where we lire the sun at noon is
2. The sun sets
•
3, Opposite Horth is
.
4, The sun rises .
5, Opposite the South is
6, The compass needle always points
Column B
a ( The south.
b. In the west.
c , Down south.
d» In the south.
e. In the east.
f. The north,
g. To the north.
h. Up north.
On this compass, the arrow points to the North.
Fill in the other three directions.
N

On a Mariner* s compass that a sailor uses at sea are shovm the
principal directions and the halfway directions.
The halfway directions are:
Northeast Southwest
Southeast Northwest
Northeast is between North and Bast,
Southeast is between South and East.
Southwest is between South and West.
Northwest is between North and West.
Now, fill in all eight directions on this compass below.
H
Write these -words in the proper order from North through South
around the oircle in which you would find them on the Mariner^ compass.
Southeast 1.
Northeast 2.
East 3.
North 4.
Southwest 5.
West 6.
Northwest 7.
South 8.

Remember this:
North is nearest to the North Pole. The North Pole is the point
farthest North on the earth.
South is nearest to the South Pole. The South Pole is the point
farthest South on the earth.
The earth has no top or bottom*
Where is up? Where is down?
Up is away from the center of the earth.
Dorm is toward the center of the earth.
Use either up or down to complete these sentences
»
1. The elerator goes to the eighth floor.
2. After you go stairs, you then hare to come again.
3. The apple fell
______
from the tree.
4. The airplane comes
______
from the sky to land.
5. A submarine goes the water.
6. Some fish come to the surface for air,
7. Children like to swing in the air.
Practice telling directions in your schoolroom and on the playground.
Be able to answer questions like these
t
1. In your schoolroom, in what direction are you facing -when you
are sitting at your desk?
______
2. A blackboard in your room is on the
_^_^ wall.
3. When -/our teacher sits at her desk, she is facing
•
4. The windows are on the
|
side of the room.
5. The penoil sharpener is on the side of the room.

II, TALKING ABOUT MAPS
For the Teacher
:
Talk together about maps.
Suggest that children bring in naps of all kinds.
Talk about then and make statements about the things you discover or
notice about the maps brought in.
Develop with the children the ooncepts you want the children to see
for themselves •
List concepts on the board as the children see them. A few sugges-
tions night be:
1. A map is a drawing or plan that shows some part of the earth's sur-
face. A map tells a story.
2. A map may show you what your schoolroom looks like on paper.
3. People draw maps to show many different things. Some maps show you
where you live, where your sohool is located, where your friends
live.
4. Some maps show such things as the streets, houses, bridges, rivers,
mountains, oities, railroads, oceans, continents.
5. It would have to be an enormous map to show you all the things you
might want to look at, ao that is why there are maps that show you
just a few things at a time.
6. Try to think of some maps that tell a story, such as a map of your
classroom would show what is in that classroom, a road map would
tell you what highways to take to get to the next city, etc,
A good reference for showing the earth on paper is to be found in
The World and How We Use It
, pp. 26 and 27, published by Scott, Foresman
and Company, Hew York. This shows three ways of making a map of the same
area.

For the Pupil t
"What ,tg aro learning about maps
Bring in to class sane maps to talk about.
Write below some ideas about maps you feel are most important.
1.
2.
S.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
Be ready to tell the class why you chose these ideas as being most
important
•
Here is a list of maps. How are they useful to you? Write one use
for each map*
1. A map of your schoolroom*
2* A map of your community.
3. A road map*
4. A map of your state.
5, A map of the world.
6. An airplane map.
7. A rainfall map.
8. An animal map*
9. A war map •

III. MAKING A MAP
For the Teacher
»
These are directions you might use with your children. These sugges-
tions may be used to carry out a Group Activity which might easily turn
into Map Making as Fin Individual Activity.
Suggested activities;
1. Making a map of your sohoolroom
a. Use a large piece of paper and lay it on the floor.
b. Mark the directions on the map. Horth on the mep you are
constructing on the floor will face in the Northern direc-
tion.
c. Make a heavy black line for the blackboards along the wall.
Be sure you know in what direction the blackboards are
located
.
d. Next, draw in the doors with lines like this:
Then, the windows with lines like this
i
e. low put in the Teacher's desk and chair. It might look like
thist
f. Count the number of children* s desks and draw them on your
map.
g. Add anything else that is in your room, such as a bookcase,
a library table, a closet.
h. Tour plan might look something like thist
w tsv
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i. After your map is finished, you will want to hang it up be-
cause you will not hare room enough to keep it on the floor.
When you first hang the map in the classroom, be sure that
you hang it on a Horth wall. Then the top of your map will
be North.
RoMnben
The part on a map that is nearest the North Pole becomes the
top of the map.
The part nearest the South Pole is the bottom of the map.
Often you will see the points of the compass in a corner of
a map. It looks like this: A
>E
A
A map shows sons part of the earth's surface. 5
A map of your schoolroom or your playground is a small part
of the earth* 8 surface, but a map of North Amerioa would be
a large part of the earth* 8 surface.
2. Making a nap of your neighborhood
This may be considered as a Group Activity which might lead in-
to an Individual Activity.
a. Take a trip around your neighborhood and have the children
make lists of their findings.
b. Use the children's findings to discuss the trip and list the
important ones necessary to know in order to be able to make
a map of your own neighborhood.
c. /. few things we might bring out could be:
(1; To know where the important streets are; to be able to
looate our school, church, police station, etc.
(2) Talk about materials, direction, and construction.

'or tha P'jpil :
Hare you enrer tried to raake a map? Let's start out by making a map
of our schoolroom. What are some of the things -we need to know before we
can start making our mapT Follow this outline below to help you in your
planning,
1. Making a map of your schoolroom
a. Things to think about*
(1) Material
(2) Direction
(3 ) Construction
b. Plan these with your teacher.
c. Make notes herei
d. Things to remember
t
(1; The part on a map that is nearest the North Pole becomes
the top of the map.
(2 ) The part nearest the South Pole is the bottom of the map.
(3 ) When you first hang the map in the classroom, be sure
that you hang it on a North wallj then the top of your
aap will be North.
(4J A map shows only part of the earth 1 s surface.
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How that you hsve made a map of your schoolroom, do you think that
you oould make a map of your neighborhood? To do this, think of some of
the things you would need to know about in order to make a good map of
your neighborhood.
2. Making a map of your neighborhood
a. Things to think about
i
(1) Material
(2) Direction
(3; Construction
b. Plan these with your teacher.
o. You might take a trip around your neighborhood.
d. Make notes heret
*
e. Questions for discussiont
(1) Hhen the children in your class made their maps of the
neighborhood, were they all the same size?
(2) 'What would happen if the map makers all mede maps any
size that they wanted to?
(3 ; How could people tell how far they had to travel from
one piece to another?
(4 ) Is it true, then, that a map needs to have some accurate
way of being measured?

13
IV. DRAWING A MAP TO SCALE
Por the Teacher t
Put on the board several types of Scale. Use a Scale of Inches, a
Scale of Feet, a Scale of Miles*
Draw a series of lines of different lengths on the blackboard.
Practice measuring these lines in Scales of Inches, Scales of Feet,
and Scales of Miles*
Here pupils make their own Scale of Feet on a piece of oak tag or
cardboard and go about the room measuring objects and using their Scale
which they here made.
Repeat this same technique or develop new ideas for learning how to
measure and use a Scale of Miles.
low take the maps that the children have previously made, such as the
map of their community. Find out some known measurement, such as the
length of a street or the mileage between two places. Using this informa-
tion, let the children cheok on the validity of space relationships and
let then discover errors in their maps that they previously made. If
there is sufficient interest, urge them on the basis of what they have
discovered to make their maps over according to Scale.
Give plenty of practice in measuring distances on maps. Use a piece
of string to measure distances on the Globe, then lay the piece of string
along the Scale of Miles to be able to tell the approximate distance from
one pleoe to another.
A good reference book for showing maps using the Scale of Miles is
Our World and How We Use It , Scott Foresman and Company, Hew Yorki
p. 58 - Horth America p. 114 - Hog area in U. S.
p. 46 - United States p. 116 - Dairy area in U. S.
p. 73 - Fishing grounds of p. 164 - Different crops in U. S.
North America p. 165 - " " " "
p. 105 - Where strawberries p. 193 - Iron and coal fields in U. S.
ripen east of the
Mii«l»«lppl -
i*
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For the Pupil
i
1. Distance
In daily life experiences we need to know how to measure.
Heme a few ways in which we use measurement.
Do you know how many inches there are in a foot?
How many feet are there in a yard?
Take out your rulers. Talk about measuring. Measure things
around the room.
Find a map that has a scale. The marks on the scale look some-
thing like the marks on the ruler and are just as easy to read as the
marks on the ruler, if you know how to read them.
A map needs to have some accurate way of being measured. If you
are acourate in drawing a map, anyone reading your map will be able to
tell its site and shape. We call this drawing a map to scale.
Ask your teacher to put on the board types of scales so you can
see what they look like. Use the Soale of Inches, the Scale of Feet, and
the Scale of Miles.
2. Learning to Read a Soale
At the bottom of this sheet is a Scale of Feet. The means that
each space on the line equals one foot. Try measuring these lines below
to see if you can tell how many feet long each of these lines are.
In order to be able to tell how far it is from one spot on -the
line or on a map to another spot on the same line or map, take a piece of
paper, lay it along the bottom edge of the part that you are measuring.
0123456789 10
Scale of Fee-fc'

Put two penoil marks on your slip of paper to show the length of the
space you want to measure. How take this paper with the penoil marks on
it and lay it alongside the Scale where each space equals one foot. Be
sure that the left pencil mark is under 0. Count the number of feet from
left to right. Measure these lines. How many feet long is each line?
How take one of your maps that you made and try and see if you can
make a scale that will fit that map. Find out some known measurement such
as the length of the street or the mileage between two places. .Ask your
teacher to help you.
3. Things We Hare Found Out
a. We know, then, that maps are drawn to scale. This means that
a particular distance on the map is chosen to show a given dis-
tance on the earth's surface.
b. We know that if we wanted to measure the distance on a map
from your house in one end of the town to my house in the
other end of town, we need to be able to use a Scale of Miles
to find out how far the distance is.
c. Look at several maps and you will see in one corner, usually
at the bottom of the map, a Scale of Miles.
4. Praotice in Finding Distances
A map may show a distance of one mile on the earth.
Scale: 1 inch « 1 mile
Scale of Miles
Eaoh space equals 1 mile
In order to find the distance between two points on a map, we
would take a ruler and measure the distance between t9io points. Let us
say that the distance between these two points is four inches. The dis-
tance in miles then would be 4 x 1, or 4 miles.

V/
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Suppose the Scale said:
Soale: 1 inch = 5 miles A
Scale of Miles
Each space equals 5 miles
Then the distance would be 4 x 5, or 20 miles.
If the Scale said:
Scale: 1 inch = 10 miles
Soale of Miles
Each space equals 10 miles
Nhat would be the distance if your ruler measured 6 inches? 6 x 10,
or 60 miles.
On this Scale of Miles you will notice that every inch stands for 50
miles. You can put your ruler or your marked piece of paper anywhere on
your mep, and you will know that one inch stands for the same number of
miles.
Soale or Miles
50 miles to the inch
Let us say that you have put your ruler on the map of the United
States from Cleveland to New York, and you find the distance on your ruler
measures eight inches.
If each inch equals 50 miles, then 8 inches x 50 miles will give you
the number of miles between Cleveland and New York.
Your answer will be 400 miles, so now you know that the distance be-
tween Cleveland and New York is about 400 miles.
On a map of the United States an inch may stand for 50 miles or 100
miles. You have to look at your map legend very carefully to understand
your Scale of Miles.
On a map of North /merica an inch may stand for 200 miles.
On a 16-inch Globe, an inch may stand for 500 miles.
Now turn to any Geography Book. Find a map of the United States.

Does the Scale of Miles tell you that one inch stands for 50 miles? Or
one inch stands for 100 miles?
a. Take your paper and mark the distance you want to measure
on your map. Now measure it on your Scale of Miles.
b. Or, take your ruler and measure the number of inches from
one plaoe to another and multiply by 50 to tell you how
any miles the distance is.

i^ofTon <• = Chicago • - P\i'rmeapolir
Use the key above to locate the cities and then find the approximate
distanoe in miles from one city in the United States to another. Fill in
the blanks with the mileage.
1. Hovt far is it from Boston to Chicago?
2. How far is it from San Francisco to Boston?
3. How far is it from Minneapolis to Seattle?
______________________________
4. TShat is the distance from Chicago to Rev/ Orleans?
______________________
5. How far is it from Hew Orleans to Boston?
m_m^m_mmm^__m^_i___mm_mm_m^^____.
6. How far is it from Seattle to Minneapolis?
_________________________^^
7. How msny miles is it from your city to the Pacific Ocean?
_
8. How many miles is it from your oity to the Atlantio Ocean?

Y. LEARNING ABOUT SYMBOLS
We hare already learned about the continents and the oceans
of the v/orld. Now let's find a hill in your neighborhood and
climb it. Take along a pair of fiold glasses. Look at the
hor is on . The horizon is the plaoe where your eye sees that the
sky moets the earth. As you climb the hill, look off to the
horiton. When you are halfway up the hill, will you be able to
ee more or less of the country around you? .
Look through the field glasses. Can you see any more now than you
could with your own eyes? . "When you
get to the top of the hill and look off to the horizon, do you
think the houses below look smaller or larger than when you were
at the bottom of the hill? .
We hare discovered that if we had eyes strong enough we could
see more and more of the surface of the earth, the higher up we
get. Therefor3, an aviator can see more of the earth than we can
who are so olose to it.
The higher up we get, the smaller things become; and if we
went high enough, a city would look like a tiny speck. Perhaps
this is why the map makers hare made a picture of a dot to repre-
sent a city on a map. We shall call this picture a symbol .

Symbols
Symbols are signs. These signs stand for something special. A dot
stands for a city, a line stands for a road on an automobile mnp. If you
are making a map, you can make up your own symbols for your map. However
people who hare made maps hare used some of the sane symbols to stand for
special things, so we say that they are standardized . This means that
people in many lands and of many ages can read the map quiokly by knowing
Tzhat these symbols mean.
Here are a few symbols, showing what they stand for»
I«Mg5-2l mountains — boundary line
• oity "X/V^ river
$ capital railroad
seaport = canal
O lake >>£>V. desert
1. Write the symbol used for a river .
2.
__________
-« "the symbol used to show mountains.
3.
___________
i-8 another symbol used to show mountains.
A oity is shown by a , a capital by , a seaport by
5. A railroad on the map looks like .
A boundary line between countries or states looks like
Boundary lines are often colored in red.
Draw the symbol most frequently used for:
a river a railroad
mountains a canal
a city a capital
a seaport a boundary line

71. THE KEY TO MAP READING
We fit a key into a look of the front door of our house, and if we
hare the right key to fit the look, the door opens, and we may walk into
our house.
Look at a few maps , You will notice that almost every map has a key.
The key tells you what is on the map. The key explains the meaning of the
symbols. If you oan read the key to the map, you will be fitting the
right key into the right look, and the door to map reading will open.
In map reading, the key tells you what to look for in the map. Below
is a simple map to show a house and the land around it. Look at the key.
Can you tell what the symbols mean? You can see how much space it saves
to use symbols on a map.
W
- ^ - - j
—
u—
1
1*1
bridge
Key
G- & atage C Courtyard pa."* n
This is a map of a farm. Using this map key above, find out what
these letters stand for. Be able to point out and name these buildings,
and other things that the map tells you.
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Activity
Draw a map of your community to scale and include a map key. You can
make your own symbols.
Things to remember
1. Symbol is the term used on maps that stands for a word. You can
see how much space it saves to write a W for the woodshed or an £ for the
silo, instead of writing each word out on the map each time.
2. Symbols are representations. They stand for an idea in particu-
lar.
On this map below you will notice that the white area is the land,
the wary line is the water. See if you ean read this key.
• town - road mountains
On this map the symbol for mountains is
____________________
On this map the symbol for town is
_______________________
On this map the symbol for road is
Suggested Reference s
For pmotiee in reading keys and symbols, turn to Visits in Other
Lands, pp, 99, 149 and others, Atwood end Thomas, Ginn and Company,
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Fill in these blanks %
~ 1 . How many towns are there on this map?
2. The river starts in the mountains and runs into the
5. In which direotion are the mountains?
4. The roads lead to the
5. Why do cities or towns spring up near the watert
YII. DEVELOPING KNOWLEDGE ABOUT LAND FORMS
a. Definition
Land Forms are natural regions made by nature.
Can you name some natural regions or land forms? Perhaps you
lire where there are mountains. If so, the mountains would be a natural
region where you live. Now, try to nsme os many natural regions or land
forms as you oen. Write your answers belowt
t
b. Activity Suggestions for you to do
1. Take a trip around your town or city to find examples of
land forms*
2. Look at pictures that will show you different kinds of
land forms suoh est a volley, a gorge, a gully, canyon
a desert.
3. Send to the National Geographic Society, Washington,
D. C, and for fifty cents you will get many pictures of
Land and Water Forms. These pictures show you many im-
portant natural regions of our world.
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4. Look in magazines for illustrations* Use them in a
sorapbook or on the Bulletin Board*
6. Read books about different kinds of natural regions.
Below is a list of land foms with which you should be familiar. Be
able to define and tell what eaoh one means. If you do not know, look
them up in the index of your geography book or in your dictionary,
o. How to Use Your Index
1. Find £ good reference book. (Reference means the book or
place where you find out some information.) A good
reference book for finding these meanings is Visits in
Other Lands, by Atwood and Thomas (Ginn and Company).
2. Let* s look up the land form referred to as a plain. Look
in the index to find as many references to plains as you
can.
3. List the pages where you find your references
i
4. Turn to eaoh page and read what it says about plains.
5. Hhioh reference do you think was the best one?
6. Did your index suggest looking up plateau or steppe? If
it did, be sure to find out about these also.
Here is the list of Land Forms and terms for you to look up and know
their meaning:
Where in the U. S. do we find canyons? In what part oi
the world would you find a steppe? Be able to tell where you
would go to find eaoh of the following land forms:

mountains
hill
gully
gorge
ralley
rolling land
plain
cape
peninsula
island
desert
canyon
plateau
steppe
forest
lowland
highland
altitude
sea level
prairie
Notice the difference between a peninsula and an island.
An island is completely surrounded
by water, but a_ peninsula has -water
only on three sides
.
See the diagram at the left.
Fill in these blanks belowi
1. TQiere would you go to find a cape?
|
2. Can you name one?
3. What would bti the advantages of living on a hill?
4. Hhat would be the advantages of living in a valley?
5# "What are plains used fort
________________________
6. Tlhere are the Great Plains of the United States?
7. Hhere are the Central Plains of the United States?
8. Are there other countries besides the United States that have plains?
If so, where are they?
___
Now that you have a clear understanding of various kinds of land

forms, we are now ready to learn how to locate these places on a Relief
Definition of a Relief Map
A relief map is one that shows the mountains and valleys,
rivurs, deserts, plateaus and lowlands of the earth.
Find a large relief map of the Halted States or one of the world j an
Atlas may show a relief mapj and almost any geography will show smaller
maps of relief areas*
In the following section, you will learn how to read a scale on a
relief map.
d. Finding Land Forms on £ Relief Map
1. How to read a relief scales
On a relief map, you will find a strip of colors with numbers
to one side like this example to the left. These colors that
arc used are standard colors used on all maps. Biis means
that when you see dark brown on the map, it stands for very
high land—10,000 feet above the level of the sea. What kind
of land formation could this be?
_____________________
Now look on the scale at the left of this page, and see if
you can tell what kind of land on a relief map would be
oolored yellow. Write your answer here .
What tells you how deep the ooean is?
Why have map makers made the ocean darker in some places and
lighter in others?
Locate on a Relief Map of the world as many places as you can that are at
sea level. List some of the places you find heret
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Find sane of the mountain ranges of the world • Can you tell if they are
10*000 feet above sea level or less! List your findings!
In which continent are the following mountain ranges found?
a. The Atlas Mountains
b. The Rocky Mountains
c. The Caucasus Mountains
d. The Ural Mountains
e. The Himalayas Mountains
f • The Andes Mountains
g. The Appenine Mountains
h. The Alps
Locate and be able to tell the elevation of the following mountain
peaks
t
Mt. Everest
Mt. Whitney
Mt. MoKinley
Mt. Blanc
Pikes Peak
Mt. Washington
Mt. Katahdin
Let's look up and find some of the peninsulas of the world. Below
is a list of some of the famous peninsulas of the world. Locate
these peninsulas on a relief map.
1, Peninsulas in the United States
a. California
b. Florida
2. The Scandinavian Peninsula

3. The Iberian Peninsula
4. The Malay Peninsula
5. The Peninsula of Arabia
6. The Peninsula of India
7. The Indo-China Peninsula
8. Korea Peninsula
9« The Italian Peninsula
Here are some of the strategic islands of the world. Everyone is
reading about them in the news • Do you know where they are?
Loo ate these islands on a Hap of the World or on a large Globes
1. The Bahamas Islands
2. lew Guinea
3. The Solomon Islands
4. The Dutoh Bast Indies
5. Madagascar
6. The West Indies
7. Cypress
8. Great Britain
9. Aleutian Islands
10. Crete
11. Sardinia
12. The Marshall Islands
13. Kiska
14. The Balearic Islands
15. Sicily
16. The Hawaiian Islands
17. Attu
18. Cuba

19. Falkland Islands
20. Corsica
21. The Shetland Islands
22. The Philliplne Islands
In the same way, look up other Land Forms and try to locate important
valleys, plains, deserts, and capes of the world.
Be sure you can locate:
Death Valley Cape Hatteras
The Gobi Desert Cape Horn
The Mohave Desert Cape Hope
The Sahara Desert Cape Cod
The Kalahari Desert
Do you know what an Isthmus is or -where to find one? Look up the
definition of an Isthmus and write it in the space belowi
If you took a trip from North America to South Aaerica, what Isthmus
would you sea on the way?
____ _———————
—
Are you learning how to use an index and how to look up references?
Check each kind of referenoe you know how to uset
1. The index of Geography Books
2. The index to an Atlas
3. A dictionary
4. Encyclopedias
5. Magazines
6. Hewspapers
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VIII. DEVELOPING KNOV7LEDGE ABOUT WATER FORMS
Water forms are made by nature. Can you name some natural regions
of water format
Perhaps you lire near a riveror a lake. If so, the river or lake
would be examples of natural water forms.
How go ahead and name as many as you can. See how long a list you
can make.
Some things for you to do i
It T*k» a trip around your neighborhood or nearby town to find
•xsaples of water forms.
2. Look at pictures that will show you examples of different kinds
of water forms, such as a bay, a gulf, a spring, a creek, an
inlet, a pond, etc.
3. Find pictures to illustrate as you did for Land Forms. See page
on Land Forms.
4. If you could follow a stream for a little distance, try to find
out if the stream moved along in a straight line or was it wind-
ing? Did all the water in the stream move together or did it
ever ohange its course?
5. Make a list of all the things you noticed about the stream. You
might list such things ast
a. I notioed (or saw) that in some places the water seemed
deeper.
b. That in some places the stream flowed faster,
o. There was a mill on the bank of the stream.
d. The stream flowed into a pond.
e. There was a gully on the hill.
f . There was a bridge over the stream.
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g. Die soil was washed sway out of the gully.
&• The soil was carried along by the stream.
i. The stream grew bigger and ran into the river.
j. The stream came down the hillside.
k. The stream flowed from the north to the south.
Did you notice anything growing on top of the hill?
_»«_
On the sides? In the valley?
Was it warmer on top of the hill than at the bottom ( In the valley)?
Was there anything to protect the valley?
____
Where did you feel the most vrLnd in your face?
________________________
In the valley?
______________
On top of the hill?
_____________
On the sides
of the hill?
Where are most of the rivers and lakes found?
__________________________
In the valleys and lowlands?
__________________
On the slopes of hills?
On top of the mountains?
_____________________________^
Sow answer the following questions. If you do not know the meaning
of a word, look it up in a dictionary or in an index in your geography
book.
1. What is the difference between a pond and a lake?
______________________
2. Why do rivers and streams twist as they move along?
3. What is the difference between a stream and a river?
4. Describe a waterfall
_________
Does a waterfall do any work?
How is it made to?

5, What is a spring?
6, What are rapids?
_________________________________^
What kind of fish like to jump the rapids?
___________________________
Where would you go to see rapids in the United States?
_______________
7, What is a bay?
_______________________________^
8, What is a gulf?
__________________________________^
9, An inlet is
______________________________________^
10, An ocean is
11, a oreek is
12, Where does the water from a spring flow to?
Various Forms of Water
rapor dew frost fog clouds rain snow hail ice
Which one of these words would you use to describe the following question^
1. proteots plants in winter by holding the heat of the earth.
2. is frozen water. We skate on
_____
which is frozen water.
3. Some of the
_______
that falls soaks into the ground. Some of it runs
into streams, rivers, lakes.
4. When the tea kettle is boiling,
________
is given off into the air.
5. In the summer, the cobwebs in the grass shine like jewels in the sun-
light. What would you call these cobwebs?
_
6. In winter, on a cold night, you often cannot look out of the window
pane because it is covered with .
7. In your house, what do you use ice for?
___________________________^
8# In the country without an eleotrio refrigerator, what would you use
ice for?
Tell something about each of the following!
1. What is snow?
How does it protect the plants?
_
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2. What kinds of olouds bring rain?
5. What are olouds?
Why don»t you find olouds in the desert?
4* Will there be more moisture in oold air or in warm air?
5. Do all o auntrise have snow? Why?
6, Why oan one go skiing in the Rookies or on Mt. Washington in New
Hampshire in the spring but not on the hills around Boston?
7. Why does the snow melt first in the valleys and then on top of the
mountains?
Keep a weather chart. Record each day the clouds, weather, winds, tem-
perature
.
":->'- 13 ifapli relief mpi
Use the sand table or go outdoors and use the landscape.
1. Show land sloping in all directions.
2. Show rirers running from north to south.
3. How build a river running from south to north.
4. Turn to a map of the Wile River in Egypt, Africa, the Mackenzie
River in Canada, the Magdolena River in South America.
Be able to show how these rivers flow from the south to the
north.
An example of how to do this follows
t
Look at the way the Mackenzie River flows. Great Slave Lake
is where this river begins and it flows to-ward the North.
Pollow it with your finger until you see that it empties into
the Arctic Ocean, near the North Pole.
How look at the way the Nile River flows. It begins at Lake
Victoria. It flows North and finally empties into the
Mediterranean Sea.

Remember thatt
A tributary is a strewn of water that flows into a river , It is a
river that flows into a bigger river. It is a branch of
a larger river.
The source of a river is where the river begins
A river nay begin in a lake, at a spring, in a swamp, or
from melting snow in the mountains . The place where a
river begins is the souroe of a river.
The mouth of a river is where the river ends .
The mouth of a river is where the river flows into an-
other body of water like a sea or an ocean.
You are going downstream when you go from the souroe to the mouth .
You are going upstream when you go from the mouth to the source .
1, Where a river begins is
_______________________»_____, ———__-__
2, toward the mouth of the river is
___________________________^^
3. Toward the souroe of a river is
4. Where a river ends is
______________________________________________________
Do you know what eaoh word below means? Look the word up in your
dictionary if you do not know the meaning. Then use one of the following
words in the blank spaoes to complete the meaning of each sentenoe.
drain fertile silt dam delta water river bed bank source
mouth tributary current
1. The river leaves a lot of soil along the bank of the river.
2. The ground on either side of a river is oalled the
_________
of a river.
3. The ground under the river is known as the
__________
of the river.
*•
_»________ traTQls along with the current and often is washed up on the
shore.

5. The is the beginning of a river.
6. A garden needs a lot of
__________
in order for the plants to grow,
7. The Missouri River is a
_____
_____
°* Mississippi River.
8. The notion of a river is the
_______
_______
of * river.
9. Engineers often build a
_________
in order to hold back the flow of a
river.
10. Where a river forks as it empties into the ooean is called the
_______•
Find a geography book that will show you maps of the Nile River and
the Hudson River. The sign on a map for a river is a heavy wavering line,
like this i Then underline the correct answers.
1. The Hudson River flows (north, east, south, west).
2. The Nile River flows (south, east, west, north).
5. When a boat goes north on the Hudson River, it is going (upstream,
downstream)
•
4. If you were traveling on the Nile River and sailing north, you would
be going (upstream, downstream).
5. If you stopped at Cairo, then traveled south on the Nile River to
Aswan, you would be going (up, down) the Nile River.
6. If you were traveling on a river from the source to the mouth of the
river, you would be going (upstream, downstream).
What is this a picture off
You will find some excellent pictures that explain and illustrate* source,
tributary, delta, swift river, slow river with valleys, mouth of a river,
in Our World and How We Use It» Scott Poremnan end Company, Hew York.

Match the words with the definitions!
1. tributary a. The plaoe where a river flows or empties into the
ocean.
_
b. To draw off water from the land.2. mouth
S. riTer c.
4. Mississippi d.
5, Missouri e.
6. Jtaason f.
7. drain «•
8. source h.
9. delta i.
10. dam
u. silt k.
streams as it empties into the sea.
The largest river in the world*
A tributary of the Mississippi River,
A smaller stream of water, made by nal
flows into the larger stream,
The biggest river in Europe,
Fertile soil brought down by a river,
1, The plpoe where snow melts and runs down the
mountain
.
Find the oorreot ending for each sentence:
1, A delta is like a fork of a,
2, The Mississippi River Valley
is fertile
3, Canals are dug to let
4, The Mississippi divides into many
5, A river leaves
6, Men build dams across a big river
Beoause the land has been made
rioh and moist by the
Mississippi River.
b, silt along its river banks,
c.
o, so that vrater may be stored
for man's use.
d, fertile land at the mouth of
a river.
e, large tributaries, one being
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the Missouri River,
f . transportation continued from
one waterway to another,
g, near its source.
Locate the large rivers of the world. Tell whether they flow from North
to South, or from South to North, or West to East* Find the source and
the mouth of many rivers. Here are a few to look up»
The Nile, the Amazon, the Mackenzie, the Mississippi, the Rhine,
the Danube, the Rhone, the Seine, the Thames, the Rio Grande, the Dneiper,
the Ohio, the Hudson, the Po, the Congo, the Columbia, the Volga, the
Guadalnuiver, the Connecticut, the Loire,
Each of these rivers belong to a country. Match the letter of the
country to the number of the river to which each belongs
i
1. Mississippi a. Canada 1, ( )
2. b, France 2 « C )
3. Thanes c. South America 3, ( )
4. St. Lawrence d, Egypt 4, ( )
5. Amazon e, Russia 5, ( )
6* Rhone f • United States 6* ( )
7, Nile g, China 7. ( )
8, Po h. England 8. ( )
9, Yangtze i. Germany 9, (_ )
j. Italy
A Guessing Game
Pretend you are a river, but do not tell what river. Describe it and
then call on someone in the class to tell what river you have been describ-
ing. For example
t
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1, I haYe my source in the northern part of Minnesota. My mouth is
in the Gulf of Mexico into which I flow. Several large rivers
are my tributaries. One of my tributaries is the Ohio River •
Who am I?
2* I am -the outlet of the Great Lakes. I carry wheat, copper, iron
ore from Minnesota and Michigan to the Atlantic Ocean. Who am
IT
What is a harbor?
Definition :
A harbor is a partly protected part of a lake, sea or ocean which
gives shelter to ships*
Things to know about harbors t
1. A harbor is a safe place for ships.
2. A harbor is calm and sheltered.
3. A harbor is almost enclosed and protected from the sea.
How do good harbors help a country? Write your answer here*
What is a_ Port?
Definition and leaning i
A port is a harbor where ships load and unload cargo. A harbor does
not have to be a port if nothing is loaded or unloaded for cargo.
Ships load and unload at a dock . A ship coming into port must deck
at a wharf. The water must be deep enough so that the ship can dock at
the wharf.
Cargo is stored in warehouses. Warehouses are often on or very near
the waterfront.
Knowing Important Harbors and Ports of the World :
Locate these harbors on a map of the world or on an Atlas or Globe.
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Shanghai Boston Darwin Marseilles Reykjavik
Baples Pearl Harbor Cherbourg Dutch Harbor Belfast
Hew York Hongkong Vladivostok Havana Aukland
Vancouver San Francisco Hamburg Buenos Aires Istanbul
Liverpool LeHavre Calcutta Halifax Manila
Bordeaux Lisbon Rio de Janeiro Singapore Hamnerfest
Rotterdam Trinidad Tokyo Cairo Oslo
lhat js ja Seat
Definition!
A sea is a body of salt water not as large as the ocean and some-
times surrounded by land, as the Black Sea*
Turn to a sap of the World and locate the following seast
The Black Sea Coral Sea Aegean Sea Kara Sea
The Mediterranean China Sea Yellow Sea Arabian Sea
The Sea of Japan Baltic Sea Bering Sea Red Sea
Aral Sea Oshkosh Sea Caspian Sea Adriatic Sea
What is _a Bay?
Definition!
A bay is a part of the sea or ocean, with the land forming a curve
around it. It is similar to a gulf, only smaller.
Locate the following bays j
The Bay of Biscay The Bay of Bengel
Hudson Bay Chesapeake Bay
What is a^ Gulf?
Definitioni
A gulf is part of an ocean or sea that reaches into the land. The
Gulf of Mexico is part of the Atlantic Ocean. The Gulf of St, Lawrence
is also part of the Atlantic Ocean.

Can you locate these Gulfs? Fill in the blanks
t
1. The Gulf of Bothnia is part of »
2. The Persian Gulf is part of .
5. The Gulf of Siam is a part of .
4. The Gulf of Mexico is a part of .
What is a Strait?
Definition !
A strait is a narrow strip of water between two large bodies of water
.
Boats hare to go through this narrow strip of water in order to reach
the ocean.
A strait is very important for shipping and carrying goods from one
large body of water to another.
What large bodies of water do these straits connect? Find them on
your maps. Write your answers on the lines belowt
1. Strait of Gibraltar
.
2. Bering Strait
3. Tartar Strait
______
___________—»
4. Strait of Belle Isle
Yfoat is £ Channel?
Definition:
A channel is the deeper part of a river, harbor, very much like a
strait, such as the English Channel , which separates Great Britain from the
continent of Europe.
What is a_ Canal?
Definition !
A canal is a channel made by engineers and filled with water so that
ships may navigate (go) from one river or one ocean to the other.
Locate the following canals and be able to tell why they are so im-
portant
.
1. The Panama Canal
2. The Sues Canal
_____________________
5, The Sault St, Marie or the Soo Canal
4. The Volga Canal
_____________________
5. The Grand Canal in China

IX. HEMISPHERES
Things we should know*
1. Semi-circle means half a circle.
2. Hemisphere means half of a sphere (or ball;.
3. Our World is a sphere.
4. The Globe of our World is a sphere.
Experiment;
Let's pretend that an orange represents our World.
Cut the orange in half and we will have two equal seotions.
We can out it this way:
(a)

Now let's take our World, -sdiich is a sphere like the orange, only
thousands of times bigger. We will cut it into two equal parts, as we
did in Experiment (a). We call these two equal parts the Western Hemi-
sphere and the Eastern Hemisphere,
The Western Hemisphere The Eastern Hemisphere
Be able to looate the continents and tell in which hemisphere
each oontinent is to be found.
Continent Hemisphere
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We could out our World in two equal parts as we did in Experiment
(b ) , We could call these two equal parts the Northern Hemisphere and the
Southern Hemisphere.
The plpoe where we cut the earth in half is an imaginary line
.
In Experiment (a) this imaginary line is called the Greenwich
Meridian (pronounced "Gren-ich";.
In Experiment (b) this imaginary line is called the Equator .
Remember this t
1. The Greenwich Meridian is an imaginary line that divides the earth
into two hemispheres. These hemispheres are called:
The Western Hemisphere and The Eastern Hemisphere
2. The Equator is an imaginary line thnt divides the earth into two
hemispheres. These hemispheres are called:
The Northern Hemisphere and The Southern Hemisphere

The Western Hemisphere The Eastern Hemisphere
Draw the Greenwich Meridian Draw the Equator
Test Yourself ;
See if you can put these places in the correct hemispheres.
1. Put e on the Atlantic Ocean.
2. Put • « c n on South America.
3. Put • "2" on the Indian Ocean.
4. Put D" on Africa.
5. Put • t 3n on the Antarctic Ocean.
6. Put an "A" on North America.
7. Put 1 on the Pacific Ocean.
8. Put 1 on Europe.
9. Put a ngit on the Arctic Ocean.
10. Put l on Australia.
11. Put an "E" on Asia.
12. Put a "G" on Antarctia.

(Optional Exercise if pupils are ready for it. If not, do with the
class, with the aid of the map,)
Use the same diagrams of the Western and the Eastern Hemispheres,
1, Draw a maple leaf on Canada,
2. Draw an elephant on India.
S. Draw a hammer and siokle on Russia.
4, Draw a sombrero on Mexico.
5, Draw a box of tea on China,
6, Draw an Eskimo or fish on Alaska,
7, Drrw a flag on the United States.
8, Draw a cocoanut palm on New Guinea.
9, Draw a banana on Central America,
Directions to follow i
1, Read these questions carefully.
2. Be able to give your answers orally to the olass,
3. Study your naps to find the correot answers to the questions,
4, Hlnt t You can use a Globe, a Map of the World, or Maps of the
Western and Eastern Hemispheres.
Questions !
1, What continents in the Western Hemisphere are north of the Equator?
2, What continents in the Eastern Hemisphere are south of the Equator?
3, What oceans are north of the Equator in the Western Hemisphere?
4, What oceans are south of the Equator in the Western Hemisphere?
5, What continents in the Eastern Hemisphere are north of the Equator?
6, What continents in the Eastern Hemisphere are south of the Equator?
7, What oceans in the Eastern Hemisphere are north of the Equator?
8, What oceans in the Eastern Hemisphere are south of the Equator?
r
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iOOlJillIm T??.3 in tho TJort.hom and Southern HmilphT»<|
Look at a Globe.
If -ere dirided our earth into two equal parts called the Northern
Hemisphere and the Southern Hemisphere, in which hemisphere do you
think you would find the greatest amount of land? Write your answer
here.
In which hemisphere viould you find the greatest amount of water?
Write your answer here.
What continents are west of the Greenwich Meridian?
What continents are east of the Greenwich Meridian?
Boston Un4vers%
—
>
:
'
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X. LOCATING CONTINENTS AND OCEANS OF THE WORLD »
Class Aotirity
Places to locate
t
North America The Atlantic Ocean
The Pacific Ocean South America
The North Pole The South Pole
Definition of £ Continent
A continent is a large body of land surrounded by water. A continent
may hare many countries in it,
2. Things to finds
a* North America is the continent where we lire. It is made up
of Canada, united States, Mexico and Central America, and
Alaska*
b. Eurasia is a oontinent and it contains many countries. Find
Europe on the globe. Find Asia.
The Ural Mountains separate Europe from Asia. This is why
it is called Eurasia. Find some of the countries in -this
huge continent.
c. South America is a oontinent south of us and our neighbor.
See how many countries you can find that are located in this
continent.
d. Australia is the smallest continent and is often spoken of
as the "Continent Down Under." It is made up of many
states, and many Australian boys hare come to the United
States to receire military training in the war.
e. Africa is a large continent made up of many countries.
American boys hare gone to Africa to fight in the war.
Looate as many countries and familiar places as you can.

f • Antarctia is a small oontinent located in the Frigid Zone
Find it on the globe.
3* Looate and name the oceans of the world.
Find them on the globe.
Find them on a large wall map of the world.
From this list of words , choose the one that best fits the descrip
tion given .
Atlantic Ocean Europe Continent Indian Ocean Africa
North America Ocean North Pole South America South Pole
Antarctic Ocean Australia Paoific Ocean Asia Globe
Arctic Ocean
1 # A large body of water
_______
2. A oontinent east of North America
_
3. A oontinent south of North America
|
4 # A sphere showing our world
5 „ The name of the continent we live on
____________________________
6. The point furthest north
|
7. A large body of land
_____________________________________
8. The point furthest south
___________________________________^
9. An ocean west of our continent
10. An ocean east of our continent
____________________________^
11. The biggest continent
__________________________^
12. An ocean near the South Pole
___________________________^
13. A big continent south of Europe
__________________________^
14. An ocean near the North Pole
r
15. An ocean south of Asia
_
16. The smallest continent
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Underline the word or groups of words that make -these sentences truei
1. A large body of land is called
an island an ooean a continent a country
2. A large "body of -water is called
a lake a bay a* continent an ooean
3. A •ontinent is made up of
cities oountries -water people
4. Oceans are made up of
snow -water air rivers glaciers
5. The ocean you would cross -when going to Europe from the United States
would be
The Indian The Pacific The Atlantic The Arctic
6. The ocean you would cross going from California in the United States
to China would be
The Antarctic The Pacific The Atlantic The Indian
7. If you traveled south from the tip end of South Anerica you would
sail across
The Indian Ooean The Arctic Ocean The Antarctic Ooean
Activities
1, Silhouette Cutouts
Ask your teacher to prepare cutout outline silhouettes that
are the same sise as the continents of the globe. Make them out of
colored construction paper, choosing a different color for each continent,
(If North America is red on the globe, make silhouette yellow or some
other color.;
a. Pit silhouettes onto land masses on the globe.
b. Play a game to recognize continents.
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Directions for playing gamei
Mix up the continents. One person picks up a continent and
oalls upon another person to tell what continent it is. He then fits the
continent he has drawn onto a land mass of the globe. If he was correct
in calling out the right name of the continent, he chooses someone to
draw the next silhouette, and the game continues.
2. Test yourselves*
Number your papers 1-7
Beside number 1, write the name of the continent where you live.
Beside number 2, write the name of the continent that is our nearest
neighbor
•
Beside number 3, write the name of the continent where many of our
ancestors came from.
Beside number 4, write the name of the continent that is the coldest.
Beside number 5, write the name of the continent that is the smallest.
Beside number 6, write the name of the continent that is the largest.
Beside number 7, write the name of the continent that is directly east of
our continent.
3. Pretend that you are up in an airplane looking down on the oceans
of the world. As you look around the North Pole, you will see the Arctic
Ocean. Can you see the small ocean at the South Pole? That is the
Antarctic Ocean.
Look at the Globe and find the Arctio and the Antarctic Oceans. Then
find the Atlantic, the Paoific, and the Indian Oceans.
4. See if you can find in your geography books any diagrams of the
oceans of the world.
5. Can you answer these questions?
a. Which ocean is the largest one?
b. Which is the smallest ocean?
o. What ocean is on the eastern side of North and South
America?
d. What ocean is west of Europe?
g. If you left San Francisco to go to China, what ocean would
Mats ^ mm%
t. What ocean is south of India and China?
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1, Gulf Answers* 1.
2. Atlantic Ocean
3. River 2.
4. Lake 3.
5. Mountains
6 . Is land 4.
7. Sea
3. Panama Canal 5.
9, Strait
6.10. Shore line
11 . Pacific Ocean 7.
12, Bay
8,
9.
10.
u.
12.
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Test 2 - Global Concepts - Use Wall Map of the World
1, The number of continents
2. The number of oceans
3, Continents north of the Equator
4. Through what continents does the Bquator pass?
5. How many continents are south of the Equator?
6. What continents are directly eerb of North .America?
7, On what continent do you lire?
8, Which continent is the largest?
9. What oceans would you cross to go from
a. The united States to Europe?
b. Africa to China?
10, If you flew directly south from the tip end of Florida, what canal
would you be likely to see?
Test 3 - Identification - Show outline maps for identification in the
following order — Africa
Australia
South America
Europe
North America
Test 4 • Geographical Relationships - Children read sentences numbered and
match them with those with letters
in front of them.
Test 5 - Organization - Children read the question or statement and pick
out the statement that best goes with it.
Test 6 - Number 1, Why do people on the desert live in tents?
Read the paragraph and pick out the key sentence.
Number 2, Why are the people in northern lands unable to use
their boats in winter?
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Test 2 - Global Concepts
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6,
7.
8.
t
9a.
_
b._
10.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
F.
1.
Tost 3 - Identification
Test 4 - Geographical Relationships
Transportation is mostly by boat,
natives near little clothing.
They have temporary houses built of snow.
Days and nights are always of equal length,
Hearly all parts of the oountry are supplied with electricity.
The winters are long and cold.
Power houses ohange the power of falling wfter and use it.
At an equal distance between the North and South Poles •
The wind blows very hard.
The climate is hot and wet.
The country is low and has many canals.
Test 5 - Organization
Why do people in different parts of the world dress so differently?
People in hot countries wear wry little clothing.
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People in cold oountries wear olothes made of fur.
The kind of olothlog people wear depends on the kind of climate
they lire in.
The elothing people wear is almost as Important as their food.
2. Vlhy does the southern part of the United Statsshave a similar climate
to that of the northern part of Afrioaj
The southern part of the United States has many rivers.
The southern part of the United States is the same distance from
the Equator as the northern part of Africa.
The northern part of Africa has a heavy rainfall.
The northern part of Africa has good railroads.
5. There are no broad and level lands for farms in Switzerland and so
There is no barn for the oows.
They sell the milk and oheese.
They cannot get their living by farming alone.
The Swiss people drink goat ! s milk.
4. "Why do the Arabs use the camel caravan as a way of travel?
They are used to wandering about.
There is no shade in the desert.
The camel is a strong animal.
There are no railroads across the desert.
Test 6 - Study Skills
1. The desert people like to pitch their tents near an oasis. Their
tents are made from cloth woven from goat's and camel* s hair. The
tents are light and can be carried on the backs of camels. Some of
the tents are striped with bright colors.
2, With the coming of winter the Eskimos put on heavy clothes. The land
is covered with snow and the bay is oovered with solid ice. Winter
weather brings terrible winds. It is not safe to go out of doors in
such weather.

XII, ZOHES
Just es the Equator and the Greenwich Meridian are both imaginary
lines—the equator cutting the earths surface in half horizontally
(across ; and the Greenwich Meridian cutting the earth 1 s surface in half
vertically (up and down;—so there are other lines, also imaginary, that
divide the earth into sections.
There are five imaginary lines with special names:
1. Arctic Circle
2, Tropic of Canoer
3 • Equator
4, Tropic of Capricorn
5. Antarctic Circle
In the hemispheres below, label the five imaginary lines folloTjing
the order above. Next, lebel the North pnd South Poles.
The Western Hemisphere The Eastern Hemisphere
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Study this page Tory carefully .
There are five zones or belts around the earth >
1. Between the Tropic of Cancer and the Tropic of Capricorn is the
Torrid Zone . Torrid means hot . Therefore, the Torrid Zone is the
•warmest belt of the earth.
This means that this area around the earth has the most sun all
through the year. We lire in the United States where the hottest
time of the year is in the summertime, when the sun is highest in
the sky. In the Torrid Belt or Zone, the sun is always high in the
sky, so it is always hot.
The warm belt of the earth is between the Tropic of Cancer and the
Tropic of Capricorn. The Tropic of Cancer is North of the Equator.
The Tropic of Caprioorn is the same distance South of the Equator.
Both of these imaginary lines make circles around the Globe. This
warm belt or Torrid Zone, as it is called, is between these two
imaginary lines.
2. We lire in the North Temperate Zone, an area between the Tropic of
Cancer and the Arotic Circle, where the sun is high in summer and
low in the winter.
We say that North of the Torrid Zone is the North Temperate Zone.
South of the Torrid Zone is the South Temperate Zone. Temperate
means medium (not too hot and not too cold).
The South Temperate Zone is the same distance south as the United
States is north, and is -che area between the Tropic of Capricorn
and the Antarctic Circle. It has the same amount of heat and cold
that we do in the United States.
In the North and South Temp«rate Zones we have four seasons of
weather: Spring, Fall, Winter, and Summer.
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3. North of the Arctic Circle is the North Frigid Zone .
South of the Arctic Circle is the South Frigid Zone .
Frigid means very, very cold. Sometimes the North Frigid Zone is
spoken of as the Northern Cold Cap , and the South Frigid Zone as the
Southern Cold Cap . These areas are farthest away fran the Equator
and the parts of the earth that have the lowest sun. Therefore,
they hare the greatest amount of cold all through the year.
Note i
On the following page, you will see a diagram showing these zones.
Study this diagram so that you will know where each zone is located.
Something to do
i
Mark the imaginary lines on these hemispheres below.
Label the hemispheres. Label the place where the North and South
Poles would be.
Next, label the Temperate Belts or Zones of the earth.
Color the Hot Belts red; the Temperate Belts light green; and leave
the Cold Zones white.

Study this diagram below to learn -where these zones are located.
r \Corn
Fill in these blanks:
1* The zones which have a moderate temperature are
2. The coldest zones of the earth are
3. The warmest part of the earth is found
4. The northern boundary of the North Temperate Zone is
5. The southern boundary of the South Frigid Zone is
6. The southern boundary of the Torrid Zone below the Equator is
7. The zone near the Equator is
_____
____________
8. The zone near the North Pole is
__________________,__«^__________________
9. The zone between the Torrid Zone and the South Frigid Zone is
10. The zone between the North Frigid Zone and the Torrid Zone is
•
uIn which zone do the following peoples live? In the space below,
write the name of the zone that answers each question.
1. In what son© do the Eskimo children live?
__________________
2. In what zone do the American children live?
____________^__^^^^^^
3. In what zone do the people of southern South America live?
4. In what zone do the people of France live?
____________________
5. In Tdiat zone do the people of Australia live?
______________________
6. In what belt do the Jungle men of Africa live?
7. In what belt do the people of England live?
____^
8. In what zone do the people of India live?
Your score is the number right. Score
True or False Test
Make a check () if the statement is true.
1. Land in the Torrid Zone is cold.
_______
2. The Northern Hemisphere is north of the equator.
_________
3, Asia is a continent in the Western Hemisphere,
_______
4. More people live in the Temperate Zones than in the Frigid Zones.
5. It is hot in summer at the South Pole.
6. The equator divides the earth into two equal halves.
7. Places in the Torrid Zone are hot.
________
8. The Arctic Circle is next to the Torrid Zone.
_____________
9. If you lived near the equator, you would always be cold.
10. North Amerioa is in the Western Hemisphere.
_______
Your score is the number right. Score

Test Yourself ;
Fill in the blanks below:
1. The Tropic of
________
*-s as ^er north of the equator as the
is south of the equator •
2. The South Pole is as far south of the equator as the
is north of the equator.
3. The Arctic Circle is as far north of the equator as the
__________
is south of the equator.
4. When you are traveling from Boston to Florida, you sre in the
______________
Hemisphere •
5. Ylhen you travel from New York to Bolivia, you cross the equator;
what hemisphere will you be in then?
___________ _______________
6. The continent that we lire on is called •
Give the best reason in sentence form on why you think the following
sentences are true.
1. In India, most of the people wear nothing on their feet, but yards
of material on their heads. This is so because
2, In Africa the men of the jungle wear very little olothing.
3, In England the people wear a great deal of wool.
4, Eskimos wear fur clothing,
_________________________
5, In southern Chile the people wear cotton, wool, or silk
olothing. Under line your answer.

XIII. LATITUDE
Finding Places on the Earth
We know how to measure things in inches, feet, and yards. Now we
shall learn how to measure in degrees. The earth is measured in degrees.
A degree is written like this» 1°, 2°, 3°, 32°. Scientists began meas-
uring the earth in degrees and discovered that there were 360 degrees in
the sphere which we call the earth.
Every circle, no matter how large or how small, has 360 degrees in
it. If we cut the earth into two parts or two hemispheres, we will dis-
cover that each hemisphere has 180 degrees. If we cut the earth into
four equal parts, each fourth will h?ve 90 degrees in each part. See
diagrams below.
( 4.-. jfeo'
Any line that runs around the earth is e. circle.
Two lines running side by side are called parallel lines.
Parallel means side by side without touching, as railroad tracks.
Latitude means width . The latitude of a place is the distance north
or south of the equator measured in degrees.
The imaginary circles that are drawn around the earth that are
parallel to the equator are called parallels of latitude .
The equator is the imaginary line that divides the earth 1 s surface
into two equal parts. This equator runs all the way around the earth and
every point on the equator is the same distanoe from the South Pole as it
parallel of latitudeis from the North Pole.
Equator
parallel of latitude
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An Experiment
Take an orange and cut it in half. Then teke -the top half and cut
this into circles. What do you notice?
Conclusion or Discovery
That the pieoes or oircles get smaller as you go nearer the top.
That the orange is a symbol for our earth, so that the nearer to the
North Pole, the smaller the circle gets.
Things to Remember t
1. I?very parallel of latitude is an imaginary line running around the
earth. Any point on the parallel is the same distance from the
equator.
2. Degrees measure parallels of latitude north and south of the
equator. Each degree is equal to 70 miles on a map.
3. We say that the distance from one place to another is so many
degrees north or south of the equator.
4. Parallels run east and ?rest around the earth.
6. Parallels measure the distance north and south of the equator.
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On the hemisphere above, each line has been drawn 10 apart.
1. Start measuring the earth at the equator, which is degrees.
2. Label the first line above the equator 10°.
3. Label the second line above the equator 20°.
4. Now go ahead and label all the lines to the North Pole.
5. In the same way, label the lines ten degrees apart, starting
at the equator and going to the South Pole.

What is the latitude of Alaska?
The United States is between what two latitudes?
Central America is at what parallel of latitude?
Is Central America in north or south latitude?
Is Brazil in north or south latitude? Alaska?

Things to know:
1. There are 90 degrees between the equator and the North Pole.
2. There are 90 degrees between the equator and the South Pole.
a. Forty degrees north latitude would mean 40 degrees north of
the equator.
3. Degrees of latitude are numbered north and south of the equator. The
numbers near the equator are small or low. Numbers get larger or
higher as one goes north and south.
4. Lands near the equator are spoken of as being in the low latitudes.
5. Land8 suoh as the United States and Europe are spoken of as being in
the middle latitudes.
6. Lands suoh as the northern pert of the Scandinavian Peninsula are
spoken of as being in the high latitudes .
7. It is hot in the low latitudes and there is cold X7eather in the high
latitudes*
8. When a place is north of the equator, it is in north latitude .
9. Vihen a place is south of the equator, it is in south latitude.

Things to do :
1. Turn to the globe. Find continents of the world and tell what
latitude they may be found in.
2. Look at maps that are marked with parallels of latitude. You
will discover that on lerge maps these lines may be ten degrees
apart or fifteen degrees apart, and thst on smaller maps they
may be only one or two degrees apart,
3. In the illustrations below, you are given a group of numbered
lines. See if you can tell whether these lines are north or
south of the equator. Pill in the blanks, Write "N." or
"S." beside each one.
20*
25'
3o"

If you reoeived a letter from a friend who lived in a latitude of
6°, what kind of climate would he live in?
____________________________
What kind of clothing would he wear?
What kind of fuel would he use to keep himself warm?
How many miles further from the equator are places along the 55°
parallel than places along the 30° parallel?
Look at the globe or a map of the world and find the latitude of
some of the leading cities. A few cities are listed below. Fill
in the blanks with the correct latitude for eaoh city.
lew York City Sydney, Australia
__________
Madrid, Spain
____________________
llosoow, Russia
Peiking, China Chicago, United States

From To
In which latitudes do these islands lie?
In what zone are they located?
What kind of climate do you think these islands would have? Vifhy?

XIV. LONGITUDE
On our globes and maps we have learned to locate plaoes south and
north of the equator. We can tell in what hemisphere a continent or a
country is located, but do we only want to travel in a northerly or
southerly direction? Of course we neea to know how to locate other
places just as people traveling in and out of a city need to know how to
get to their hones and how to tell others how to get to their homes too.
If Tom lived on the oorner of Second Avenue and First Street, you
would know how to get to Tom's house. Second Avenue is the name of the
street running north and south and First Street runs east and west. Tom
lives at the place where these two streets cross each other. Below is a
diagram showing streets crossing each other.
lorth
\ orws
Vo<*s«
Third Street North
[ | Second Street North
f (t First Street North 3
Ml
LTI_
MAIN STREET
tow*-* "BQC
Second Street Southo
Third Street South
V/.
West -— South —— East
So you can sea that it is very easy to locate someone's house if it
is located where two streets cross.
It is easy to locate places on the earth in the same way. Turn to
the globe, because the globe is the best representation of the earth, and
find the earth's axis.
Remember that the North Pole is the upper end of the axis and the
South Pole the lower end. The earth spins on this axis.
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Can you see lines running up and doum the earth and all coming to-
gether at the North Pole and again at the South Pole? These lines are
imaginary just like the equator and the parallels of latitude. These
lines are called meridians of longitude . Below is a diagram showing the
lines connecting the North and South Poles. These lines are called
meridians of longitude .
The prime meridian is called the Greenwich meridian, which is near
London, England. People began giving directions north and south of the
equator and east and west of the Greenwich meridian, so scientists de-
cided to oall the Greenwich meridian the prime (meaning "first" ) meridian.
We can locate any place on the earth because we can say that any
point or place is north or south of the equator and east or west of the
Greenwich meridian,
Explanation of Longitude
One use of longitude is to locate places • A place may be located by
saying that a given place is so many degrees east or west and so many
degrees north and south. All distances east of the Prime Meridian, marked
"0tt
,
are said to be so many degrees east longitude j all distances west of
this line are said to be so many degrees west longitude.
We can find any city on the earth if we know its longitude and its
latitude.
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Ws can also find the longitude and latitude if we know where a city-
is.
Example}
Problemt What is the latitude and longitude of New York City?
1* Find New York City on the globe.
2. Then find out how many degrees of latitude it is, (41° N.)
3. Then find how many degrees of longitude it is. (74° 7/. )
4. So we say that New York City is located on the earth 1 s sur-
face at 41° N and 74° W.
Problem! We are given 41° N and 74° W as the location of a city. How
can we tell what place this is on the earth's surface?
1, We would first find 41° above the equator.
2. Turn the globe until we find the 74th meridian of longitude
west of the Prime Meridian.
5. This then would be New York City.
Find these locations. Use a globe or an atlas.
Location Place
1. 40° north and 60° east
2. 30° north and 150° east
3. 60° north and 10° west
Now find the exact locations of the following places. Give both latitude
and longitude.
1. San Francisco 4. Buenos Aires
2. Rome, Italy 5. Tunisia, Africa
3. Paris, France
Remember these things
i
1. The length of a degree of longitude is not the same everywhere on the
earth.

2, A degree of longitude becomes less as one goes nearer the poles.
3, A degree of longitude is approximately 69-70 miles at the equator,
but grows smaller nearer the poles.
Things to do t
Turn to a globe or an Atlas that shows a physical map of the world
or of the Western or Eastern Hemisphere,
1. Find the Greenwich Meridian marked 11 0."
2. Locate the longitude of Hew York City, Write what you discovered
here,
__________
__
^
aTe y°u marked whether it is East
Longitude or West Longitude? Be sure to do so. Did you notice that
Hew York City is just a bit east of the 75° meridian? We»d call it
74° W. Longitude.
3. How see if you can locate the following places according to their
correct location on the earths surface. Use 1^," for West and "E." for
East.
a. Hew York City 74° W. Long.
b, Rio de Janeiro
|
o, Cairo, Egypt
wmr^m_^_^m^_mmm^^__m^m^m_^_
d, Chioago
__________________
e, Fairbanks, Alaska
4. Hunt up other oities to which you have visited or have recently read
about.
Worn ys Kaag •,
1, That half the earth has east longitude and half the earth has west
longitude,
2, We start to measure the number of degrees east and west from the Prime
Meridian which is marked "0" on the globe,
3, The highest meridian we have is 180 degrees.

4. East longitude is measured 1—180 degrees,
5* West longitude is measured 1-—180 degrees.
6. Each half of the world has 180 degrees.
7. There are 560 degrees in the entire earth*
Note ;
Longitude oannot be used for measuring distance as latitude can be*
The distance between parallels is the same entirely around the earth, but
the distance between meridians is less near the poles than it is near the
equator because they are not parallel.
How to Find the Longitude of _a Certain Place i
1* Find what meridian the place is near or on*
2* Then find out how far the meridian is from the Prime (Greenwich)
Meridian*
3* All places east of the Prime Meridian are in eest longitude*
4* All places west of the Prime Meridian are in west longitude*
Game:
I am thinking of a city* It is located at 41° north latitude and 74*
west longitude* What is the name of the city that I am thinking of?
Answer i New York City.
Find the following on a map giving directions by latitude and longitude.
North Amerioa
Pacific Ocean
_________________________»_.___________________
Boston
|
South America
_________________________^
Practice in locating places until you can do it quickly.
Find the northern boundary of the United States 49° N* Lat,
Find the location of Savannah, Georgia
_______________________
Find the location of New Orleans, Louisir a

What latitude and longitude hrs Y?
What latitude and longitude has X?

Test on Latitude and Longitude
1* What are the lines connecting the poles called?
2. Home the line that passes through Greenwich, England.
5. What is another name for this same line?
4« In what direction do the imaginary lines of latitude run?
5* In what direction do the imaginary lines of longitude run?
6, Is Ireland east or west of the Greenwich Meridian?
7. Is the United States in east or west longitude?
8. In what longitude is most of Europe?
9. Is the United States in north latitude or south latitude?
10. Hame a country that is in east longitude.
11. Name a country that is in south latitude.
12. What is the parallel of latitude called that cuts the world into
two equal parts?
15. What is the meridian of longitude called that divides the world into
two equal halves?
14. Would you call the Tropic of Capricorn and the Tropic of Cancer
parallels of latitude or meridians of longitude?
15. Is most of Africa in the northern or southern latitude?
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XV. THIS
We hare already learned that one use of longitude is to locate
places. Another use of longitude is to measure tine.
The rotation of the earth on its axis causes day and night. Because
the earth is almost round, the sun does not rise or set at the same time
everywhere. The sun is rising or setting some place all the time. There
are 360° around the earth, so the earth rotates 360° in twenty-four hours.
This is 15° in one hour or one degree every four minutes. Therefore, the
earth turning on its axis makes the sun appear to move around the eprth
once every dpy.
Plan a Field Trip or Choose a Committee to visit a Western Union
Telegraph Office to find out how they work out their time schedules when
sending messages. The Group then reports to the class and a discussion
follows which answers questions and formulates unsolved problems for
further investigation.
As a class activity, build a time schedule, dividing the country into
belts, using clocks to show what time it is in the Rocky Mountains when it
is 8x00 A.M. in the East.
Other pupils in the class may enjoy making up time problems to be
answered later by members of the class. For examplet
(l; If a relative of yours came from another section in the
United State8, what time belt would he live in?
(2; Figure out, when it is 8iOO A.M. at your house, what time
is it at your aunt's house in Wyoming?
Solar Time
Solar time means sun time. The sun can be over one meridian at a
time so places a few miles apart east and west would have different times
if they set their clocks by the sun.
UX1 Va
If the sun is directly over the meridian where you are, it will be
noon according to Solar Time.
A place one degree east will be four minutes after noon because the
sun has moved one degree to the west of the meridian where you are.
A place one degree to the west will be four minutes less than noon
because it will take four minutes more for the sun to be directly over-
head at that meridian.
Places to the east have later time than places to the west.
Example t
Tom and Bill are on the same parallel, but Tom is at 15° W. Long.,
and Bill is at 30° W. Long, TShen the sun rises at 15° W. Long., it will
take another hour for it to rise at 30<> W. Long. When the sun rises at
30° W. Long., it will hnve been shining one hour at 15° W. Long.
Every ship has a chronometer which sets its clock by Greenwich Time
so every sailor can tell when it is noon at Greenwich.
Look at the Globe and see if you can tell how much difference there
is in time between Moscow and Greenwich.
An aviator traveling east or west would have to change his watch
every few minutes. Rpdio programs and railroeds need to h*ve regular
time schedules and so people heve agreed to divide the earth into Time
Belts
.
Each Time Belt is 15° wide. Every Belt has agreed to use the time
of the meridian in the center of the Belt. This time is called Standard
time for the Belt. The United States is divided into four time belts.

THE STANDARD TIME BELTS OF THE UNITED STATES
1. When it is 3 o'clock in San Francisco, what time is it in Hew
York?
2. When it is IOiOO AJI. in Washington, D,C, what time is it in
Seattle?
3. When it is 5 o'clock in Boston, what time is it in Chicago?
4. When it is 6 o'clock in Minneapolis, what tine is it in Sacramento?
5* When it is 11 o'clock in Denver, what time is it in New Orleans?
A Problem Test , Underline the right answer.
1. Time Problems
a, Billy lives in Chicago and listens to a radio program in school
at 11 1 00 A«M. Might we be listening to that program or would we
be home for lunch?

b. Would the boys and girls in California be listening to that
program, having lunch, or just saying good morning to their
teacher?
c, While we are having lunch, -would the boys and girls in England
be having lunch, getting ready for supper, or getting up in the
morning?
2, Climate Problems
a. Which of these oitie3 would have much tho same weather as we?
Chicago, Miami, New Orleans*
b. Does Canada have as much warm weather as we have? Yes, no,
3. Distance Problems
a* Tom and Jack are pilots. They left the field at Boston at the
same time, Tom flew to New York, Jaok flew to Chicago, Tflio
got there first? Tom, Jsck.
b. A boat made a trip from New York across the Atlantic Ocean to
England, The same boat made a trip from San Francisco across
the Pacific Ocean to Japan. One trip took about five days, the
other about ten days. Which was the ten-day trip? To England,
to Japan.
Facts We Need to Know i
1. The sun does not rise and set at the same place everywhere.
2. The earth rotates (turns) on its axis every twenty-four hours.
3. There are 360° around our earth.
4. 15° of longitude represents one hour of time.
5. Places to the east have later time than places to the west.
6. Time is measured east and west of Greenwioh, England.
7. The United States has four Time Belts j each is 15° wide,
8 • The World has twenty-four Time Belts ; each is 15° wide
,

9, Standard Time is the time of the meridian in the center of the Belt.
10. All places in a given Time Belt have the same time,
11. The boundary lines of Time Belts pre irregular because the railroads
change their time at certain cities.
12. A meridian on one side of the earth is twelve hours different in
time from a meridian directly opposite.
Showing different times on -the earth.
The time changes going east or west.
A meridian on one side of the earth is
twelve hours different from a meridian
directly opposite •
Time Problems and Their Explanat ion
1. Through how many degrees does the earth turn in one hour?
If you divide -tile number of degrees around our earth (which
is 360°) by the number of hours it takes the earth to turn on its
axis (which is 24 hours), you will find the number of degrees that
the earth turns in one hour. The answer is 15 degrees.

What is the difference in Solar Time between New York City, which
is 74° W. Long., and Indianapolis, which is 86° W. Long,?
Subtract 74° from 86° and the difference of 12° is the result.
1° of longitude 4 minutes
12° of longitude 48 minutes
Therefore, the difference of 48 minutes in Solar Time is be-
tween Hew York City and Indianapolis.
Solar Time in New York City is 48 minutes later than Solar Time
in Andianapolis because places to the east have leter time than
places to the west.
The difference in time between Chicago and Portland, Oregon, is 2
hours and 20 minutes. What is the difference in degrees between
these two cities?
There are four minutes to one degree.
In 2 hours and 20 minutes, there are 140 minutes.
140 minutes 4 minutes = 35_ degrees in 140 minutes.
Therefore, there is a difference of 35 degrees between
Chicago and Portland, Oregon.
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XVI. THE INTERNATIONAL DATE LINE
Z know a boy who went to New Guinea and lost his birthday on the
trip. How could this happen? Have you any idea?
Day begins at the Interne tional Date Line. It has to begin some-
here so all nations agreed that it began at the International Date Line.
The International Date Line is on or near the 180 meridian where
there is not much land. It is not a straight line. Near Australia it
bends to the East so that some islands would hare the same time* Near
Alaska it bends to the West of the 180 meridian so that the Aleutian
Islands would have the same time. It bends to the East so that all of
northeastern Asia will be on the same side and therefore have the same
time.
Ships near the middle of the Pacific Ocean set their clocks ahead a
day if they are traveling West, They set their clocks back a day if
their ships are traveling East,
Missionaries going across the Pacifio to China or India often lost
a Sunday, If this happened, they held church services on Monday, but
when they came back this way, if there happened to be two Sundays, they
had services both days.
SO RPMELIB 1^:
1, Travelers must change their watches as they travel East or West,
2, A traveler repeats a day when he crosses the International Date Line
if he goes East,
3, If a traveler goes West across the International Date Line, he loses
& day, A
4, All pleoes on a given meridian have the same time,
5, There is a difference of twelve hours on the opposite meridian.
6, Time changes going East or West but not North and South on a given
side of the earth.
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Time Problems :
1. If it is 2tOO PJIo in London on Monday, what time is it in New York?
In Chicago? In St. Louis? In San
Francisco?
_____________
2. If it is 12i00 noon Tuesday, you are just getting out of school
I
what time is it 180° East or West of you?
ACTIVITIES t
See if you can make up other Time Problems
.
Try them out on your class.
Ask any ariator or navy man to tell you his experiences in crossing
the International Date Line.
Choose the best Time Problems and include them in your notebook.

QUESTIONS ON TIME
Can you ans^ner these questions on Time?
Fill in the blanks with the correct words.
1. Through how many degrees does the earth turn in one hour?
2. Thirty minutes is called a
|
3. The time when we see the sun is called
________
4. The time when we do not see the sun is called
______________________
5. An instrument that measures time is called a
_^__^
6. In the United States we hare kinds of time. Name themi
7, Time Belts on the earth are measured by
_
8 • The earth turns from to
_
9. The time it takes the earth to turn once on its axis is called a
10, The time it takes the earth to go around the sun is called
11, In one hour there are minutes
.
12, A day has twenty-four ,
13, What is the highest number of degrees?
14, How many Time Belts are there on the earth?
|
15, Find New York City on the globe, When it is noon in New York City,
what time is it in London? Where on the earth is
it midnight?
16, When it is noon in Paris, where on the earth is it midnight?
17. How much difference in time is there between Moscow and Greenwich?
18. When it is 10:00 A«M. in Greenwich, what time is it in Shanghai?
_______________
In Pearl Harbor?
________
_____
111 S6"1 Franoisco?
Your score is the number you had right, Score:

XVII. ONE PATTERS MAPS
This is a map showing the Corn Belt of the United States,
In what section of the United States is the Corn Belt located?
Label the states on the map that show where corn is raised.
Ylhy is this a good area to raise corn?
Same as many uses for corn as you can think of:
Reference for Map: Ousley, Odille; Beery, Althea: The Growth of Amerioa
p. 47. Webster Publishing Co.
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This is a map showing the Cotton Belt in the United States
In what seotion of the United States is this looated?
_______
Why is so much cotton grown in the SouthT
Each of the bales below represent a million bales of cotton raised in one
year in the United States,
1. Write "Texas" below three bales, because Texas raised three million
bales of cotton in one year.
2. Write "Miss." for Mississippi below two bales.
3. '".'rite "Ark," for Arkansas below one bale.
4* Write "Ala." for Alabama below one bale.
5. Below the five bales thet ere left write "Rest of cotton raised in
the cotton belt.
Referenoe for Mapi Ousley, Odille; Beery, Althea: The Growth of America,
p% 31. Webster Publishing Co.
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A Map Showing the Annual Rainfall in Texas
Fill in the blanks i
1, What part of Texas receives the heaviest amount of rainfall?
This part has about
___________
inches of rainfall during the year,
2. What part of Texas receives the least amount of rain?
_________________
This pert has about
___________
inches of rainfall during the year.
3# Color the p»rt thrt has from twenty to thirty inches of rain. Color
it yellow.
4. Color the part that hss from thirty to forty inches. Color this
green.

OS
Summer Rainfall Winter Rainfall
Here are two maps of California which show Summer Rainfall and
Winter Rainfall. Notice the increase in the amount of winter rainfall.
Compare these two maps. Discuss them with the class and with your
teacher. How do you think this would affect the climate and the growing
of food in this state? Write a paragraph describing the rainfall in
California and how this affects the raising of crops.

XTIII. GRAPHS
Can you read a graph and understand the story it tells you? Below
is a oirole graph or a "pie" graph. It represents the population in the
United States. Study it and thai see if you can answer the questions.
Population in the United States
1. How many people live in the United States?
2. Compare the number of people who live in Massachusetts with the
number of people who live in New York. What do you discover?
3. Why do you think more people live in Hew York?
4. Look up the population of the state of Nevada or Utah and compare
it with your home state. What do you discover?

Population In Asia
1. What is the population of
Asia?
ii i —i 11 in ii i-
2* Which country in Asia hes the
largest population?
____________
S« Compare the population of
China Proper with that of the
United States. TThich is the
larger?
____________________
4. How much larger?
Area in Square Miles in Asia
1. Which country in Asia has the
largest amount of land?
2 . Does the largest country in
Asia have th© most people
living in it?
3, What country for its size has
the most people living in it?
4. Compare the area of Japan and
the Soviet Union in Asia, then
compare the populations of
these two countries.
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Before 1800 there were less than ten million people living in the United
States. Study this graph and notice how the population increased every
twenty years.
What was the population in 1860? j in 1900? ; in 1940?
Find out what the population of the United States is now.
Goslin. Ryllis Alexander; Goslin, Omar Panooast; Storen, Helen Frances,
American Democracy Today and Tomorrow , p. 172. Harcourt Brace and Company,
Bew'Xork, 1942.

Rice Gror.-ir^ in the United States
These four states produce the most rioe
grown in the United States. Let each
dot represent one million bushels.
1. In this graph at the left, make dots
beside each state to show how much
rioe each state raises.
2 . Below the graph make a legend or key*
Each dot » l f 000,000 bushels of rice.
5* Make 16 dots in the box beside
Louisiana.
4. Hake 7 dots in the box beside Arkansas.
5. Hake 5 dots in the box beside Texas.
6. Hake 5 dots in the box beside California.
From this graph which you hare mrde, answer the following questions:
1. How many more dots has Louisiana than Arkansas?
_____________________
2. How many bushels of rioe are grown in these four states?
5, In what seotion of the united States can rice be grown?
4. What does this tell you about the climatic conditions where rice
is grown?
7
'
:-
"
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Shipping on the Great Lakes
The Great Lakes ship large quantities of heavy, bulky products, such
?s coal, lumber, iron ore, grain, flour, copper, and limestone. This bar
graph will show you the number of tons shipped during a recent year,
What oan you tell from looking at this bar graph?
"Which product received the heavies
shipment during this year?
How many tons of these four
produots were shipped on the Great
Lakes?
What product received the least
shipment?
In a recent year, the following
states produced a large quantity
of potatoes:
Pennsylvania - 21,000,000 bushels Wisconsin - 20,500,000 bushels
Minnesota - 25,000,000 bushels Hew York - 21,500,000 bushels
Michigan - 16,000,000 bushels Maine - 47,000,000 bushels
From this information, make a graph to show the distribution of
potatoes in these areas. Let one dot or one square stand for one
million bushels, or for five million bushels of potatoes.
I—
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The United states and the World
1. Draw ten telephones. Then oolor five of these. These five
telephones represent the United States 1 share of the world*
s
telephones.
2. Draw eleven sacks of wheat. Color two of then. These two
sacks represent the United States' share of the wheat crop
raised in the world.
3. Draw seventeen people. Color one person and write "U. S,"
under him. This means that one out of every seventeen
people in the world live in the United States. Write "Rest
of the World" under the other people.
4. Draw ten barrels of oil. Color six barrels and write
"U. S." beneath. This represents our share of the world's
oil.
5. Draw nine squares and let each square represent a lump of
coal. Color two lumps of coal. This shows the onount of
coal the United States mined in a recent year as compared
with the amount of coal mined in the world that same year.
6. Draw twenty squareB and under one write nU. S." This square
• will represent our share of the world's lend. Write "Rest
of the World" under the remaining nineteen squares.
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XIX. ON TO THE AIR AGE
An Experiment: To show what hrppens when we spread a round surface on a
flat piece of paper.
1. Cover an orange with a picture or map of the world glued onto it.
2. No^' oarefully start -co peel the orange into gores, beginning at
the top and cutting to tho center.
3. Invert the orange and again peel to the center.
Note: Tou now have an orange peeled into gores and held together at the
center. Pretend that this center is the equator.
4. Next, lay the pieces out flat on a piece of paper.
What do you notice? Write your observations here.
Did you notice thet parts of your picture or map do not come together
at the top or at the bottom?
If you spread pieoes of a globe out on a piece of paper (which would
be a flet surface), sections at the north and at the south would not come
together
•
The map makers had to draw the world so that the land would meet;
therefore, certain land areas (like Greenland), are larger on a flat msp
than they actually are. We call this type of map a "Mercator Map" be-
cause a man named Mercator developed it.
If you cannot do this experiment, perhaps this illustration which
follows will help you to realize that the earth, which is a sphere or a
round surface, cannot be drawn on a flat surface and have the land areas
accurate in size and shape.
•
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An illustration showing the earth spread out on s flat surface
Global rnsps are printed in gores. They are wide at the Equator
and taper to points at the poles. In this way the true surface of
the earth nay be shown.
If, for example, v/e filled in the spaces between the gores, then
the added land surface would not be a true representation of the
earth.
"A more accurate illustration may be found in Engelhardt, N. L. Jr.,
Ph.D., Toward Hew Frontiers of Our Global World
, p, 15. Noble and
Noble, Publishers, Inc.

The continents of the earth hare become Global Neighbors I
We can see that if vre fly in an airplane over the Arctic Ocean and
the Korth Pole that Europe and Asia are nearer to us than parts of South
America. Airplane have made distances shorter. Map makers had to make
new maps to show what the earth looked like from the air, and to show air
routes. Tou hare learned a lot about the globe, the hemispheres,
continents, latitude and longitude. We know it is impossible to look at
both sides of the globe at the same time. Look at the diagram below
where the Eastern Hemisphere is placed on top of the Western Hemisphere.
Can you see how distances have become shorter?

Aviators needed to have air routes chartered on maps, so the map
makers decided to show air routes by centering maps of the world on a
definite spot on the globe. By doing this, they could measure distance
to any point on the globe accurately.
Look at a map that has been centered on the North Pole. Such a map
is called a North Polar Map. Then find a North Polar Projection Map that
has airplane routes drawn on it. Trace some of these air routes and find
the distances between one country and another. Do you see how the North
Polar Map helps the aviator?
Activities:
1. IThen Marco Polo went to Asia, it was called the Far East because
it was so far away. Why does this name no longer apply?
2. Find the air distances from various cities to other cities in
the United States.
3. Make a chart to show the number of hours it takes an airplane
to travel from one city to another.
4. Find the air distances from various cities in the United States
to various cities in other countries and in other continents of
the world. Keep a record of your findings.
5. Name all the things that the air age has done to bring the
countries of the world closer together.
____________________
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XX. GETTING THE MAP HABIT
Hotes to the Teacher:
See how much you can tell about a place by first looking at a map.
Look at physical maps, rainfall and temperature maps, maps showing
the distribution of population and natural resources, before you start
reading about the unit on the country you are going to study.
The folio-wing examples are applicable to the study of any country.
Use these samples as guides for building additional material pertinent
to your particular group.
1. Why is the country thickly or thinly populated?
2. Where do you find large cities?
5. What do you think the people do for a living? Why?
4. In what latitude or between what latitudes does the country lie?
5. In what zone is this country located? From this fao€, what can you
tell about the climato?
6. Give the dlreotion of longitude or locate the longitude of this
country
.
7. Notice whether the country is located on the sea or inland.
8. Turn to a physical map and notice whether there are any mountains,
rivers, etc. What do these things tell you about a race of people?
After you he.re discussed these questions and sought out information
from perusal of various types of maps, you will then be ready to look in
books and to read about how people live, what they do to earn a living,
nhat their customs are and how they use their natural resources.
See Notes to the Pupil on the following page for a few suggestions
as to headings apolioable to the unit study of any country.
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Botes to the Pupil t
Before you read any books about a country, see how much you can tell
abouc it by looking at various types of maps.
Types of Mapsi
The Atlas, a geography book, a large wall map showing the physical
features, rainfall and population maps, and maps showing the natural re-
sources of the country you are about to study.
Questions to help yout
1, Locate the country. Tell in ^»hat continent it is located and in
what hemisphere,
2, Give the latitude and longitude of the country,
3, Tell in what zone this country is located,
4, Notioe whether there are any mountains, rivers, or other important
physical features,
5, Is the country situated on the ocean or near a large body of water,
or is it surrounded by mountains, plains, forests, desert, etc.T
6, Why is the country thinly or thickly populated?
7, What do you think the people do for a living in this region? Why?
How look in books and read about how these people live, what they do
to earn a living, how they dress, what their customs are, and how they
use their natural resources.
Here are a few suggested headings you can use to help you in the
studying and preparation of your unit on any country you may be working on
Boundaries
1. Geography — Size and Population
2. Climate — Physical Features (Appearance, mountains, rivers, etc.)
(Rainfall, type of soil, and condition
of land,;
3. Homes - Clothing - Customs
4. How the people earn a living — Natural Resources, Crops, Industries,
5. Compare these things with other people in other countries studied.

*CHAPTER III
i
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This study, which has been presented In workbook form, consists of a
series of exercises to be used as part of a unit or in between units of
teaching, designed and written for the purpose of developing true under-
standing and interpretation in the reading, comprehension, and use of
maps.
Children are continually confronted with problems of direction, dis-
stance, space and their relationships* They must be guided into develop-
ing a clear understanding of the real meaning of maps. Maps are a
representation of our earth's surface and to those who can interpret its
symbols, clear understanding will result.
The exercises in this workbook are varied in form. There are
multiple choice tests, true-false tests, completions exercises and tests,
matching columns, map questions, map drawing, and graph interpretation.
They have been built with the idea of developing steady growth in
knowledge and interpretation of rhat maps mean, and how to understand
their uses. They are applicable to the world in which we live, and serve
as a necessary background upon which to build democratic principles;
showing the resources, the physical features and geographical environment
which make it imperative that all peoples must have a basic knowledge in
order to understand more fully the needs, conditions, and problems of our
fellow men throughout the world. For these reasons, we must make a place
in our curriculums for boys and girls to gain a foundation and knowledge
of our world in its geographical environment.
The airplane has shortened distance. We are nearer than ever before
to all peoples of the earth.
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Distance is measured not in terms of miles but in ^ -
terms of speed. Not how far, but how fast'. The area
of an ocean, a continent, or a country is only as
great as the time required to cross it.l
Children are interested in foreign lands and maps. Far distant
places hare become real to our boys and girls. American boys in our
armed forces are stationed in the Pacific, the Atlantic, in Australia,
Africa, India, Europe, and many out-of-the-way places. After the war,
our country will not only have boys in other countries of the world who
are adjusting their lives to the conditions under which they must live,
but we will need young people who will be trained in geographical con-
cepts, so that they will understand the change that is taking place in
the world.
Our country will play a big part in the affairs of the world. We
must begin to understand our foreign neighbors, their problems and geo-
graphical environment so that we may learn how to live in harmony and
cooperation together.
It is, therefore, our responsibility as educators to integrate our
courses of study so that they may include types of education pertinent to
develop interdependence in children's daily experiences in order that
they may grow in understanding of national and international ways of
living.
It is hoped that through this study children's interest will be
challenged so that as their concept of interdependence widens they will
1 The Quotation is from Chester H. Lawrence, text edition Mew World
Horizons, do. 10 and 11. Silver Burdett Comoanv.
•
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learn to practice tolerance end justice through their understanding of
other peoples of the world* It ia further hoped that this study has
clarified in part some of the confusion in the minds of teachers as to
what to teach about maps and how to begin to train students in the use of
maps* This is but a beginning in the study of maps, their meanings and
interpretations, and opens the way for continual growth in research in
this vital area.
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Available Tests
x
Branom Place, Factual and Problem Tests . McKnight end McKnight,
Normal, Illinois.
Buokingham«-Stevenson Tests . Publio School Publishing Company,
Bloamington, Illinois,
Courtis Standard Supervisory Tests in Geography . S. A. Courtis,
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